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Ramto isn’t the smartest guy in the Universe. He enjoys finding troubles - and solving them, but when woke up on a spaceship it
was too much even for him. Alone on the sh 5d3b920ae0
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The writing is absolutely awful. Feels like it was written by a 10-year old kid, during a lunch break. Totally kills any potential of
this game. Not that the puzzles are anything special. Gonna have to ask for a refund for this, it doesn't deserve even the few euro
it costs.. The writing is absolutely awful. Feels like it was written by a 10-year old kid, during a lunch break. Totally kills any
potential of this game. Not that the puzzles are anything special. Gonna have to ask for a refund for this, it doesn't deserve even
the few euro it costs.

Patch 1.1.1 : Finally tracked down and fixed the infamous "Invisible Lobby Dancer" (thanks Miles3298!) Fixed Quality settings
not saving correctly Added HBAO (Horizon-Based Ambient Occlusion) setting. Update : Flying fixed : - Flying Fixed - Visual
help for climbing (icon displays on your hand when you can climb) - Crouching reduces your speed. ReUpdate 25 01 2017 :
This is a reupload of yesterday's reverted update, but this time you should be able to move as usual.. Update : Last Update
troubles fixed : Last update caused issue, especially with touch controls, now it's fixed!. Trading Cards : We will prepare Steam
Trading Cards by the end of this year. Please wait a while.. Patch 2017-02-04 : - Gun cocking should now work better -
Improved network stability
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